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MANGLE
MARQUETTE
C.O.P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Class Election
Results Posted

MISSING: ONE
COP BANNER

FRATERNITIES TAKE
49 NEW PLEDGES

October 19, 1956 — No. 4

APA OFFICIAL
VISITOR TO COP

BEST FLOAT TO
WIN HI-FI SET

Pharmacy Week (October 5 —
Fraternity Rush Week is over
October
12) was celebrated by a
A hi-fi set for the best float
COP is temporarily without its and the list of new pledges has visit from Dr. Robert Fischelis,
The results of the election of
and
a trophy for the best comic
been
anounced.
class officers held on October 5 rooters' banner.
The new pledges are as fol Secretary of the American Phar entry will add incentive to the
The
modern
"we-know-who-dunmaceutical Association to the
are as follows:
lows:
COP campus; a program on efforts of campus organizations
Freshman class officers are it" occurred at the Fresno StateAlpha Kappa Lambda: Dick
Bill Fowler,
president; Merv COP game last Saturday when Bass, Larry Clark, Richard Cline, KOVR television station; and two submitting entries in the Home
coming parade this year.
Bias, vice-president; Stella Bar the huge PACIFIC banner dis Hank Corson, Terry Kimball, radio shows over KCVN.
ker, secretary; Jaci Williams, appeared during game time from Bob Koth, Marlowe Lancaster,
Dr. Fischelis visited the school "Political Panorama," this
treasurer; and Bettie Strevig, its position below the COP root Dick Lewis, Tom McGinley, Neil of pharmacy and addressed the year's Homecoming theme, will
ing section.
freshmen representative.
pharmacy student convocation on be visualized in the floats and
John Corson, Pacific student Porterfield, Ted Scarborough, and October 9 on the opportunities in entries. It is the parade commit
The governing body for the
John Weeks.
sophomore class is composed of body president, held an immedi
Archania: Allan Autentico, pharmacy and the functions of tee's feeling that this year, full
Dave Helbert, president; Nancie ate consultation with the Fresno Kurtz Carpenter, Kim Chandler, the A.Ph.A.
of conventions and political cam
Achilles, vice-president; Sandy State student body president and Bob Hicks, Harold Kelley, Bob
Dr. C. C. Riedesel, Professor E. paigning, provides an excellent
Robinson, secretary; Barbara the police.
Mercereau, Mike Resso, Harry E. Roscoe, Leon Happell, Edna source and setting for decoration
One of the culprits was cap
Lawrence, treasurer; and Ruth
Sharp, Steve Stocking, Howard AhTye, and George Silva were ideas.
Simonson, sophomore represen tured in the Fresno rooting sec Takaoka, Guy Thro, and Jack
All entries will be judged on
participants in the Pharmacy
tion, and return of the banner
tative.
Willoughby.
Week television program over the the basis of originality, presenta
was
promised
by
the
Fresno
The junior class will be headed
Omega Phi: Doug Eberhardt, local station.
tion of theme, and general ap
by Charles Wimer, president; Ju State student body prexy.
John Felix, Bruce Gledhill, Bob
pearance. Participants are re
If
the
banner
is
not
returned,
lie Keast, vice-president; Patty
Griffin, Bruce Hill, Willie Ja
minded
that no outside help may
Doll, secretary; and Pam Morey, Fresno will receive a bill that cobs, Robert March, Michael
be solicited or used in the con
will
finance
its
replacement.
treasurer.
Montano, Walter Patterson, Bill
struction of entries and that no
Senior class officers are Paul
Ronaldson, Dick Small, Donald
float bed or similar device may
Williams, president; Lois La BonSmith, Jules Voerge, Chuck Wi
Dean Davis has announced that be used in the comic entry-divi
te, vice-president; Nancy Dee
mer, and Doyle Wright.
those taking Forum Arts should sion.
Coleman, secretary; and Inge
Rhizomia: Dick Bateson, Bob
pay special attention to the pro
Twenty-five high school bands,
Hoekendijk, treasurer. *
Bersi, George Cliff, Kurt Cum- gram for Religious Emphasis
along with military drill units
mings, Art Lambro, Dick Lauer,
Week, since credit will be given and commercial entries from the
Class representatives to the Bob Lucas, Ron Magnuson, Larry for the events under the third town merchants, have been in
Stewart,
and
John
Wentz.
executive council of Chi Rho were
category—Stage and Lectures.
vited to participate in the parade
elected at the banquet held on
There will be a speaker on which will begin at 10:30 a.m. on
Reader's Digest magazine has October 2.
Monday, November 12; Dean Al October 27. It will proceed north
The new officers are Nels Raslan Watts of the Academy of on Pacific Avenue from Harding
expressed its disappointment in
the poor response given by col mussen, freshman representative;
Asian Studies will speak on Wed Way and will end at the campus.
'Resolved that the United nesday night, November 14; and
lege students in its 41,000-dollar Joan Forst, sophomore represen
tative; and Dave Suda, junior States should discontinue direct a speaker will be engaged for
College Student Contest.
economic aid to foreign countries" Thursday morning, November 15.
This contest, which was adver representative.
Chi Rho is planning an active is the resolution anounced by
tised by all the college papers,
ends October 25, 1956.
« program designed to serve all Paul Winters, debate coach for Policy For Re-issuing
It offers 5,000 dollars in cash COP students interested in Chris College of the Pacific, as the
Student Body Cards
to the student and 5,000 dollars to tian vocations. A tabulation of debate topic for this year.
The new forensic squad this
the student's school as prizes. questionnaires returned by club
Station KCVN will air a new
The policy on re-isSuing lost
The requirements of the contest members has been completed, and year consists of fifteen members. student body cards was discussed program, Matinee, which will
are that the student must send the information compiled will be Members of the squad who par at a recent meeting of the stu feature interviews, recordings of
in, in order of preference, the six of great value in guiding the ticipated in forensic activities dent affairs committee.
various concerts on campus, hig last year are Ray Edwards and
articles he or she liked best in year's activities.
lights of sporting events, and
The
committee
decided
that
The executive council is work Sue Vanderlaan. New members
the October Reader's Digest. The
persons who have lost their stu news.
entries should be sent to: Read ing closely with the Methodist are both freshmen and upperclass- dent body cards must come be
Another new program on the
Conference
Board
of
Vocations
in
men, many of whom have taken
er's Digest Contest, Box 4, Great
fore
the
committee
and
explain
station's
agenda is Hi-Fi Cmi^rt.
compiling a file on students ma national debate honors.
Neck, L.I., New York.
how the loss occurred. In cases This regular feature of KCVtN
joring in religious education,
where the committee considers will feature classical music on
group work, and pre-ministerial
the loss due to negligence on the the best of hi-fi records.
fields. This file will serve as a
part of the student, a fine of up
central source of information on
to five dollars may be levied. In
the interests, abilities, and activi
all cases, a one-dollar replacement
A one-day regional workshop on ties of students preparing for
fee will be charged.
student personnel and teacher church-related vocations.
SPURS representing twelve
Also discussed was the traffic
^ucation for the western branch
On October 30, a fireside chat colleges in Western states met at
°f the American Personnel and on "The Meaning of Love" will the University of Redlands last problem on and around the cam
Campbell Soup Company is
Guidance Association is sched be led by the Rev. Frank Kimper, weekend for the annual Region pus. Committee chairman Stan
again
financing research done b\
Daniel reported that Mr. Bibbeuled for November 5 here.
assistant minister at Cential III SPURS Convention.
some of COP's students concern
ro's transportation class had
Gr. Charles Coffey of the Methodist Church in Stockton. All
Colleges represented were Reding the quality control of tomato
school of education will be chair interested persons are invited to lands, COP, Humboldt State, agreed to conduct a survey of the
man of the sessions which will attend, for Chi Rho membership UCLA, Santa Barbara, University problem as a class project. It is paste samples.
Frank Black is superintendent
bring representatives here from is open to all students, regardless of Arizona, Arizona State at expected that this project will
of the project, one that calls for
take
about
six
weeks.
m°res of colleges and universi- of academic major.
Tempe, Arizona State at Flag
les In California, Oregon, NevaThe election of committee of the utmost skill in analysis. As
staff, and the University of New
ficers
was held at this same sisting Mr. Black are Jim Schlea, and Arizona. The central topCenter Mexico. In all, about fifty SPURS meeting, and the following per gel Graesanto Berbano, Doug
c °f the conference will deal Anderson
were present.
Campbell, Louis Bussey, Tom
^ith the emotional factors in the
The convention started Friday sons were selected: Betty McDon
Calls For Volunteers
eacher education process.
Marovich, John Rehn, Bob Boil
ald,
corresponding
secretary;
You, you, and you. Volunteers evening with registration, a wel Marvel Watkins, recording secre ing, Walt Yourchek, Kurtz Car
Keynote speaker will be Dr.
come banquet, a speaker, and rec
rving N. Berlin, chief psychia- are needed. If you are interested reation. Saturday's program in tary; Chris Greene, honor com penter, Mike Trinkle, Mario Grif
,rist at the Langley Porter Clinic in doing volunteer community cluded a business meeting, sepa mittee; Jack Bybee, judiciary fin, Marlee Stark and Joel Anservice, the "Y" can help you find
'u San Francisco.
rate discussion groups, and a trip committee; and Norm Collins, dress.
election committee.
Study sections of the workshop the opportunity. Sign up in the to Knott's Berry Farm.
Ten canneries in California will
discuss the identification of Anderson "Y" office, leaving your Those girls representing Paci
send tomato paste samples to the
^'Qtional difficulties in teacher name, interests, and skills. There fic's chapter were Lani Moir, Lin
college where it will be tested for
rainees,
guidance procedures, is a great deal to be done in da Blevins, Pat Mondon, Julie Pacific Weekly will not be out solidity, color, taste,
until after the rally next week mold, insect fragments, and acid
local churches, Scouts, and youth
and aids for teachers in service.
Lauer, Gloria Russell, and Beth
Co-sponsor of the conferences clubs of all sorts, as well as in Adamson. Pat Pagel, national so that we can put in the Home ity, according to Mr. Black.
coming Queen's picture.
a lhe California State Depart- the mental hospital and other
SPURS president, also attended.
institutions.
How
about
it
now.
®nt of Education.

Forum Arts Credit
For R.E. Week Talks

Chi Rho Names
Representatives

READER'S DIGEST
SPONSORS CONTEST

DERATE TOPIC FOR
THIS YEAR CHOSEN

KCVN TO Air
New Programs

COP Spurs Attend
Regional Confab

Education Workshop
Set For November 5

"Y"

COP Students Working
On Research Projecl

Pag* Two
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WITH RELIGION
Senate Bulletin COLLEGE
By CLARENCE IRVING
Board
TELEVISED EDUCATION: WILL IT EVER
By EI.KIN'S

AFTER MUCH HEATED DIS
CUSSION, gnashing of teeth, and
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Association, several severed friendships, the
Entered es second-doss motter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office. Stockton, California, 1
1956-57 Pacific Student Associa
under the Act of March 3, 1179.
tion budget was passed
at the
Editor
Lola Johnson.
„
,
__
Assistant Editor
George Fasei Senate meeting of October 15
Businees Manager
George Thompson 1956.
Managing Editor
Beth Adamson
Working on an estimated budSociety Editor
Chris Diiier get of $33 QOO dollars, the Finance
Sports Editor
A1 Dattola 1
Committee went over every budExchange Editor
..Sue Hale
..Joan uirich get, trimming them where they
Copy Editor
Assistant Copy Editor .
Patty Lou Lloyd felt it was necessary, but on the
Photographer —
..Kurt cummings whole leaving most of them just
Faculty Adviser
Dr. Lawrence Osborne
as they were requested.
Reporter*—Norman Rass, Helen Bemls, Joan Bender, Chuck Cliatfield, Don Cock-1 The Pacific Band was granted

TAKE THE PLACE OF THE CLASSROOM?

That television has influenced almost every aspect of modern
life, few will doubt. For entertainment, in business and even in re
ligion (though here its value is doubtful) television has, in the short
period of its existence, made itself felt, causing many American
traditions to take second-class seats. One of the latest trends which
we have noticed in this relation is that of "going to school by T.V.,"
a program by which through televised lectures and programs educa
tion is made easy.
Many institutions of higher education have already made ex
tensive use of this method of education, and presently many influ
ential persons are regarding this media as the solution to the teach
er-classroom shortage problem.
No doubt television will come to be of even greater use in the
burn, B. Coveny, David Davis, John Felix, Farrell Funston, Jan Gaston, a ,_„n -n „„Yf vpar>c hnrlcrpf in future as an educational instrument. Nevertheless, it is necessary
a
10an
on
nexl
ear
s
Dua
eT
ln
Maurice Jones, Drew Juvinall, Tom Marovlch, Frank Montabuna, Ellen Niles,
"
K
John NUby, Ron Ohlmeyer, Mary Itohweder, Donna Roth, Robert Roth, Mut- order
for them to purchase to realize that television, as numerous other great machines of
thew Russell, Patricia Soule, Anna Steffens, John Thomas, -II jail Villavicincio I
,
.,
,
,
and Diana Wilkinson.
enough uniforms to make the our Atomic Age, carries with it the possibility for evil as well as
total number of the marching for good. And, we must be careful that television never comes
and
concert band come to one to displace the classroom from its historical place in American
- E D I T O R I A L hundred members. Numerically, education.
For we are told that education is much more than simply
this looks better in print, sounds
HONESTY IS THE BEST*POLICY ?
the
communication of ideas from one thing to another, as does
This week the COP campus was lo play host to an better when announced on the television. It is much more. Education is mutual stimulation of
playing
field,
and
it
is
also
an
honor seminar. Though it has been postponed until Noteacher and student through questioning and answering; education
number with
to work
O N 0 0 •»
,-n •
,
1 even nuuiuer
witn which
winen 10
WUIK
r
1
' 11 8,1,1 18 • good time to discuss the question when planning stunts for the is going to chapel and convocation, participating in clubs and or
ot the honor system and cheating.
band. The one-hundred member ganizations, having a roommate and a classmate; and most of all,
We might as well face facts. Cheating was quite a band will not appear during the education is knowing great men who have devoted their lives to
problem at COP and it still is a greal problem. Many meas- 1956 football season, but will be learning and to the communication of their knowledge.
Education is knowing great men such as Dr. Rockwell Hunt.
ures have been made to stop it, chiefly by the Student Af- in force for the SprinS Band It is observing his attentive, anxious attitude and his eagerness about
fairs Committee. However, no matter how hard this com-C<SPXOMmo IS SOONER life, at a time when most persons of his age are thinking about
mittee nay work, the collective hands of the members are than you think! Sharon Eggerts, the nature of the Great Beyond. Education is realizing that such
tied unless they receive help from the entire student body. PSA Social Secretary, announced examples of life as that offered by Dr. Hunt offers much more
The average fellow or girl doesn't come to college with that plans are well under way for than all the lore of text books combined. Could television ever
the idea of cheating his or her way through the required four Homecoming. The barbeque will serve as a substitute for these things?
We are sure that it is not too soon to begin thinking aliout
heId on FridaY' October 26, on
years to a degree. But when this guy or gal, as a student.
this matter of the place of television in formal education. For
is faced with the sight of two or three others cheating their
whether or not you realize it, you as a potential teacher or parent
way through a test, lie or she begins to wonder "Why knock have been invited to participate may be called upon in the near future to decide whether or not
myself out to get the same grade as the cheater?" and is in the Friday activities, including some child will receive its education at an institution like C.O.P.
faced with the question "to cheat or not to cheat'" (to riiis-P^e
barbecue, rally, and bonfire, or through a medium like T.V.
Xt
is hoped that the students
quote Mr. Shakespeare). Thus cheating becomes contagious
CHURCH NOTES
There are some students who don't realize what we Iwil1 make the alums feel welcome
Last week the CANTERBURY CLUB heard Rev. Theodore
Yeh,
an Episcopal minister from Formosa, speak on the topic
consider cheating
£?
,.
.on this campus., It is not only carrying
-,—
...... purpose of Religion in China." The club participated in a question and
ponies or reading from someone else's test paper. It is also Homecoming is for the alums
answer period following the formal meeting.
copying source material, whether from another student (students tend to forget that ocJim Claydon, Canterbury's president, announced that next week
or an authority. In some high schools it was easy to write casionally).
the club is having a dance in conjunction with the Young Married
By
now'
Parade
a term paper or book report by copying word for word
Chairman Couple's Club at St. John"s Parish Hall, following a dinner at St.
Ann's Church.
from books or reviews. In college it's fine ,o quote, bu, "fTt
Transportation will be provided in front of Anderson Y at
one should give credit where it is due.
Someone elseL responses from various hieh
7:00 p.m.
worked hard to compile the information, and it would be schools and military units
"Far From Alone," a movie on the effects of alcohol and social
only sporting to offer recognition for that work.
throughout the state. This year's pressure on a college student, was shown at last Sunday's meeting
Perhaps for a start, it might be wise for the Student parade. should be bigger and bet of CENTRAL WESLEY FELLOWSHIP.
Affairs Committee to set up a list of what is considered ,er With the addition of floats
This Sunday the group will continue its discussion on the
cheating and what is not and disirihuic it to all parts of 'THE psa'IS PURQtlASING a social creed of the Methodist church by discussing the problem
the campus. We will print it. too. With such wide-spread portable PA system to be used of social justice.
Cars leave from Anderson "Y" for the meeting at 6:45.
distribution, the cheaters will fall into two categories: on cars to publicize rallies,
GRACE
WESLEY FELLOWSHIP plans to hear Howell Run(1) those who cannot read and therefore don't know what dances' etc- This will be available nion, a graduate of Pacific, speak on "Aspects of evolution and
cheating is, and (2) those who think it is the only way to for rent by various organizations their relation to Christianity."
$ct through college.
campus at a nominal fee. DeThe group has also planned a retreat fqr this weekend to
Perhaps the honor seminar in November will provide o^hr'pacff^Weekly3161^ edltl°n discuss the topic "When praying say?"

fe^e" STtST ETSSi

an answer as to what should be done with these two cate-| Jack Bybee has been appointed
gories of people.
as PSA representative to the
Board of Athletic Control.

GOODWIN SPEAKS AT GHAPEL CEREMONY

'Yes, it is Christian to compro to continue to exist; the Bible had
mise," was the answer which Dr. to give up some of its romantic
George Goodwin, minister of Cen beauty when it was revised; and,
Knolens, senior women's honor Christmas cards to their fellow
tral Methodist Church of Stock even God compromised when he
ary society, is now working on students.
ton, gave to more than two hun gave the world Jesus in a manly
their student directory, which
Also being planned by the KnoMr. Charles E. Hamilton of the dred students at last Tuesday's form. So, indicated Rev. Goodwin,
will be available In late* Novem lens is a party for the children of California Teachers' Association
chapel in answer to the question to compromise need not always
ber.
San Joaquin General Hospital, will be the main speaker at the of the topic of his talk "Is it carry this bad connotation.
The directory, which includes One of their charity projects for second meeting of the Pacific
Christian to compromise?"
"As Christians we sometimes
the campus and home addresses the semester, they have slated CSTA on Wednesday, October 24
In many situations, Dr. Good must compromise, but we should
of all COP students, is conveni the party for sometime in No-jat 7:15 p.m. in the Anderson "Y"
win said in his talk, to compro remember," he concluded "that
ent for those desiring to send vember.
social hall.
mise is a detestable action. What
Mr. Hamilton is in charge of is more, it is easy to point-out that we should never be satisfied for
all the CSTA chapters in the state the great men of the world such what is for what ought to be."
Martin Page was the student
THERE'S NO FUSS . . .
and also holds the office of execu as Socrates, Ghandi, Booth, Wes
tive secretary of the CSTA com ley and, most of all, Christ, suf chapel leader. A Cappella choir
...SEND IT WITH US
mittee on teachers' education and fered injury rather than compro sang.
professional standards. He will mise.
Next week the speaker will be
BOB NICHOLLS — SID SMITH
speak
on
professional
organiza
Rev.
James William Baird of the
Yet,"
Dr.
Goodwin
went
on
to
Campus Representatives
tions and their duties and respon indicate "compromise is essen First Presbyterian Church of
sibilities.
t
tial to progress. Compromise is Stockton. He will speak on the
A panel discussion will follow essential to adjustment and ad- topic "The Haste O' God," using
the talk. Mr. Hamilton will mod ustment is necessary to life." the Scripture John 14:8-14.
erate the discussion, and the pan Life is "give and take," he said,
The student leader will be Ray
el will consist of Dave TeSelle, and we must "adapt or perish."
1603 PACIFIC AVE.
Smith, and the ushers will come
Next to El Dorado School
Nancy Grey, Nancy Collls, and
The Church itself has at many from-Zeta Phi. The chapel choir
Rhys Davies.
times had to compromise in order will sing.

Knolens Planning Sale Of Student Directory

[ Second GSTA Meeting
Schedules Speaker

Page Thrse
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Rock-Climbers
THOUGHTS IN PASSING Phoo
irst To Scale Peak
By RON OHLMEYER

When

we visited -her in the
office this week, Sharon
Eggerts, PSA social chairman,
busily concerned with in
Was
numerable details concerning the
1956 Homecoming program.
senate

• ggtween telephone calls and
conversations with her commit
tee chairmen, Sharon was able to
furnish us with a general outline
the Homecoming weekend.
0f
Aside from the fact that we
needed the material to meet an
approaching deadline, it was, as
usual, a real pleasure just to
talk with Shane, though we can
think of more desirable atmos
pheres than that which the Sen
ate office provides.

what should be an exciting game.
The big day will be-climaxed
with the traditional Homecoming
dance at the Stockton Ballroom.
Music will be provided by Phil
Bovero and his orchestra. Mr.
Bovero and boys, regularly fea
tured on the Don Sherwood tele
vision show, San Francisco To
night, should be familiar person
ages to Pacificites.
Decorations will be of national
colors corresponding with the
general theme. Though specula
tion is often dangerous, we feel
safe in predicting this to be a
Homecoming dance more success
ful than any of its predecessors.
Homecoming will draw to its
conclusion on Sunday morning
with a special devotional service
at 9:30 at Morris Chapel. His
tory professor Dr. G. A. Werner
will speak.

r

A Phoo first was achieved when
a group of Omega Phi rock-climb
ing enthusiasts conquered the
Lower Phantom Spire, a 100-faot
vertical shaft located in Yosemite.
The Phoos were the first to
climb it and place a register on
its tiny summit.

-<

Omega Phi enthusiasts who
have been spurring the recent
movement towards vertical traf
fic are Bob Gaughran, Roger Moreau, Russ Hoopes, Don Baldwin,
and Ron Stark.
Besides Lower Phantom Spire,
the group have climbed Lover's
Leap, Sugarloaf Rock, Lower
Cathedral Spire, Washington's
Column, and Sunny Side Bench.
Anyone who would) like to
participate in climbing activities
is invited to contact Omega Phi.

Pacific 's Political Panorama
has been chosen as the theme for
the annual Homecoming celebra
tion next weekend, October 26-28.
In keeping with the forthcoming
Buy now — join our "coat club" — use our special credit terms
:
elections, this novel theme might
Accompanied by his mother, ulbriqht Competition
produce some amusing decora Liberace arrived in London re Will Close November 1
tions and displays.
cently to play the city's famed
November 1 is the closing date
The first event will take place Palladium. Appearing at the Roy of the competitions for US Gov
al
Festival
Hall,
he
created
an
on Friday at 4:30 p.m. with the
-(vuAXernment education exchange
judging of house decorations. audience spontaneity which the grants for graduate study abroad
1206 JAY 5TREET
1700 PACIFIC AVE.
Basis for the judging will be Manchester Guardian called "an during the 1957-58 academic year.
STOCKTON
MODESTO
theme execution, originality, in unnerving squeal, like 40,000 Per
Scholarship application blanks I
genuity and general effectiveness. sian cats having their tails trod and brochure describing the over
Warning! — House decorations den on simultaneously." A Daily seas study awards are available]
among the better things...
will be considered those attached Mirror columnist described him as in the office of Dr. Clair Olson,
to the house, although they may "this - - quivering, giggling, fruit COP Fulbright adviser.
project onto the lawn. Decora flavored, mincing, ice-covered
Those who are interested in |
tions of any type which are en heap of mother-love."
applying must be US citizens,
a
Momentarily loosing his radi have a college degree or its
tirely separate from the house
will be classified as displays. Tro ant smile, Liberace was stunned equivalent at the time the award j
phies for decorations will be pre by the lampooning he received at is to be taken up, know the lan
sented at the Homecoming dance the hands of the London press, guage of the country well enough
and particularly with the many to carry on the proposed study,
Saturday night.
\ full-fashioned orlon sweater
and possess good health.
At 5 o'clock, and opening the references to "momism."
Impressing
the
foggy
city's
Countries
where
study
may
be
social phase of Homecoming, a
*This^is* the aristocrat of orlon classics. Full-fashioned and
bar-b-que dinner will be held on fashionable set at his first night carried on under the Fulbright
club
appearance,
Liberace
wore
"a
program
are
Australia,
Austria,
'handfinished,
it's styled in the wellborn British tradition...^
the lawn adjacent to North Hall
and fraternity circle. Prime ribs white sheared-beaver coat over Belgium and Luxembourg, Bur
washes and dries at a lively pace...never needs reshaping.,
ma, Chile, Denmark, Finland,
of beef will be served by mem his silver tails."
And it's so soft, it feels more like cashmere than orlon has aFrance, Germany, Greece, India,
bers of the faculty.
right to. In a wonderful range of shades, from pastels to,
We offer no comment.
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Highlighting the day will be the
We noticed many Pacificites on New Zealand, Norway, the Phi
darks. Sizes )4 to 40.
Homecoming rally to be held at hand last week to welcome to lippines, and the United King-]
the Conservatory at 7:15. We Stockton Dick and Pat Nixon
gather that the rally program is Arriving at the Stockton Airport dom.
Awards under the Fulbright
slated to be an outstanding event. at 9 a.m. on Wednesday, the 43- Act are made entirely in the cur
It will be emceed by Willard year-old Vice-President opened his
rencies of the participating coun
Waterman, better known as The California campaign on the sec tries abroad. The awards cover
Great Gildersleeve, and will also ond day of a tour which includes transportation, expenses of a
feature other members of the
language refresher or orientation
14 states.
radio cast.
Flanked by secret servicemen course abroad, tuition, books, and
The Homecoming Queen, previ sheriff's deputies, and highway maintenance for one academic |
ously selected by a group of lo patrolmen, the colorful Vice- year.
.
.
cal merchants, will be presented Presidential motorcade moved
Final selection of Fulbright
and crowned by George Blaufuss from the airport to Hunter's grantees is made by the Board
of Napa, President of the Alumni Square in downtown Stockton. of Foreign Scholarships, ten |
Association. The queen and her Included in the caravan — and leading educators and education
court will reign over the rally probably the most ardent and boi al administrators appointed by |
and further Homecoming events. sterous of the participants — the President of the US.
The six candidates for queen were members of Dr. Bakers
SUPPORT YOUR AWS
are Barbara Amirkhan of Zeta Young Republican Club (not com
parable
to
Eisenhower
Republi
Phi, Patty Doll of Epsilon, Bar
Your AWS needs your help and]
bara Fridell of West Hall, Phyl canism).
support. Sign up in your living
In retrospect, we have consid groups or see your AWS repre-1
lis Herbert of South Hall, Elaine
Howse of Tau Kappa, and Pat ered changing our major to po sentative. .
litical science with the hopes of
Pagel of Alpha Theta.
fewer lonely weekends. If that is
The traditional Homecoming
not the solution, then we'll
bonfire will be touched off fol
LAST CHANCE!
SEE YOU — IN PASSING
The carJigan,
lowing the rally. Large in numto
enter
Reader's Digest
bers and
The slipover, $6.9t
enthusiasm, perhaps
Patronize Our Advertisers
big things can be expected of
$41,000 CONTEST
*be frosh defense.
It's fun to do-and you may find
Principal events for Saturday For the Largest
you know more about human na
begin with the annual parade Collection Of
ture than you think! Just.bat,.in
order, the six articles m Octo^
commencing at 10:30 a.m.,
marching on Pacific Avenue from
Reader's Digest you think readers
will like best. Couldn't be ampler
Harding Way to the campus.
—and you may win $5,000 cash
. Prom 1 to 4 p.m. all campus
for yourself plus $5,000 in schol
In Central California
ving groups will be open to
arships for your college.
Have you sent in your entry yetf
'beir alumni members.
Remember:

J

(CANTERBURY

CLASSICS

Pacific's Tigers will play host
*° the Cougars of Washington
State in Memorial Stadium at 8
Pm. The homecoming spirit is
exPected to prevail throughout

IT'S A SKIP AND A HOP TO

THE RECORD STOP
28 N. California

HO 2-3332

Entries must be postmarked by
midnight, Thursday, October 25.
Entry blanks available at your
college bookstore.

park free - spacious - convenient - open mondays ' t i l nine
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SOCIETY^
Poem And Song Announce
Waterman-Dalton Pinning
Lynne Waterman announced her
pinning to Bob Dalton at a West
Hall house meeting on Thursday,
October 11. Jean Tudor, house
president, read a poem; and Car
ol Winternitz sang "My Funny
Valentine" in making the an
nouncement.
Lynne is a freshman drama
major. She is secretary of the
rally club and a member of the
K and M fashion board.
Bob is an Archania senior ma
joring in psychology. He is a
past vice-president of his frater
nity and is active in Archania
social affairs.

Tonight and Sat. —
"Song Of The South'
"First Texan"
•^*NT riiPVFn SCREEjL
I
HOWARD

2-672T

-SUNDAY-

hit

Brandis-Putnam Troth
Devealed At West Hall

Telegram Tells Of
Diane Lee Betrothal

JIDALINE'S UIISDOM
FOR S OPHISTICATES

Dear Addy,
I'm so worried! For years our
house has been united. But, alas,
it has reached the parting of the
ways and has become divided.
The split is between the elephants
and the donkeys. It seems there
are a lot of elephants who keep
on picking on the donkeys. A
donkey can't even hang her sign
on the door any more lest some
one will turn it upside down and
call her a jackass. I believe the
ring leader is B. Mc. because she
has the stickiest fingers in the
house. I've always heard that a
house divided will fall, and I
don't want our house to fall! It
might hurt someone.
A Disappointed Donkey

Dear Lonesome:
Do you really think A.M.A.B.?
If so, stand at the top of any
staircase and yell the call letters
loudly! You're in.
Dear Addy:
I've got a serious letter for
you. I just found out that the
first letters in the title of this
column spell AWS. And, well,
I've got what you might call a
problem. It can be stated in only
a few words. I live off campus.
See, it is a problem. It seems
sometimes that I am not even a
part of COP. Is there anything
I can do about this?
Off Campus
Dear Off Campus:
The AWS board is planning a
get-together with you off campus
girls as honored guests. They
hope you will come and talk over
the problem of integrating the
off campus girls into activities
here on campus. No date has been
set as yet, but I will let you
know when it is.

A telegram delivered to West
Hall announced the engagement
of Marian Brandis and Edwin
Putnam on Thursday, October 11.
The telegram was delivered
during a house meeting and read
by Pam Derby. After the an
nouncement candy was passed.
Marian is a freshman majoring
in education. She is active in
Canterbury Club and the rally Dear D. D.,
commission.
You've heard the old saying: "If
Edwin is a junior at the Uni you can't beat them, join them."
versity of Nevada and is major Don't be a jackass!
ing in electrical engineering.
Dear Addy:
Diane Lee's engagement to Ed
I just heard about the wonder
win Kiefer was made known to H e r r i n - M c G r e g o r P i n n i n g
the girls of West Hall at a house T o l d A t W e s t H a l l M e e t i n g ful new youth fellowship group,
the A.M.A.B., that has just been
meeting on October 11.
Norma Herrin announced her organized here on campus. I want AD-LIBS
The announcement was made pinning to Bill McGregor in West
Omega Phi and Alpha Thete
through a telegram which ar Hall on Thursday, October 11, at to join very much as I am lone
some
and
want
some
good,
highsay
thanks to Janie Doane and
rived during the meeting and a house meeting.
minded, clean-living companion Linda Adams for a great weekwhich was read by Pam Derby.
Jeanette Smith read a poem and ship. How do I become a mem j end . . . Who's going to be the
Diane is a junior transfer from then the candle was passed to ber?
first to leave a cigarette burning
San Bernardino Valley College, Norma who blew it out.
Lonesome
in Epsilon's new white TV couch?
where she was active in the Norma is a freshman drama
. . . AWS will sponsor an all-girl
YWCA, Congregational church, major. She is active in the rally
talent rally soon . . . Sharon
and Ebelles social club. She is an club.
Crowe and Nancy Robinson are
elementary education major and
Bill is a sophomore member of
selling copies of Sports Illustrated"
is active in the rally club this Archania majoring in business
at half price. They are pictured
year.
administration. He, also, is ac
there among the top women sail
ors in the country . . . The new
Edwin was graduated from San tive in rally club.
AWS representatives are Joan St.
Bernardino Valley College where
Pierre and Gwen Pierce from
he majored in engineering. At Cathy-Phil Pinning Is
South and Niva Aki and Jan
the present he is working for a
Revealed At Zeta Phi
Graves from West . . . Seems
construction company and plans
there were a few little arguments
to return to school to finish his
A mystery program entitled
at the after-game party in Fres
education.
"The Case of the Pale Tallow on
no .. . And why did YOU come
Account of the Stabbing" or
to COP? . . . "Where's Marion?"
'Who Put the Pin in the Candle"
the girls in West Hall would like
was the means of announcing
Meyers-DeVine Pinning
to know . . . What's the matter
Cathy MacKenzie's pinning to
Announced At South Hall
Omega Phi? Can't you even tell
Phil Hardymon.
Rhizomia from Fresno State stu
Merleen Meyer's pinning to Dave The program was presented to
dents? . . . Tom Flores, start
DeVine was announced at a spe the members of Zeta Phi by
looking around in your biology
cial house meeting in South Hall Annette Granger as the girls sat
Lucille Pescarmona anounced class. You have a secret admirer
on Monday, October 1.
in the completely darkened liv
her engagement to Stanley Lo- there . . . Returning from Fresno
Tommy Kay Hall, dorm presi ing room. After the announce zano at a South Hall house meet last weekend were three football
dent, read a prayer, after which ment, the traditional box of choc ing on Thursday, October 11.
players and their dates. Who was
olates was passed.
the traditional candle was passed.
The announcement was made the cozy couple in the corner of
Cathy is a senior music major
Merleen is a freshman major from Piedmont. She is a past by Tommy Kay Hall, president of the car? Where were you, K.C.?
ing in education. She is active in president of Zeta Phi and is a the hall. Tommy read a story
Newman Club and is a member of member of Mu Phi Epsilon and which told of the couple's meet K a t h e r i n e L u m A w a r d e d
the rally commission.
the band.
ing and engagement, and then the
Miss Katherine Lum of Thorn
Phil is a 1956 graduate of COP traditional candle was passed to
Dave, a sophomore at the Uni
ton
was presented with the Bear
Lucille.
versity of Southern California, is He was a music major and was
Photo Service Award, given by
a member of Phi Mu Alpha and
Lucille is a junior transfer
a business administration major
the band. He is now serving in from Modesto Junior College. Her the Bear Photo Shop for out
standing scholarship, for the
and is a member of Kappa Alpha. the Army.
major is education. At Modesto
first-year professional class in the
she was active in Nu Phi Mu of school of pharmacy.
Beta Sigma Phi, and here at COP
Miss Lum was presented with
she is active in Newman Club.
the award on May 27, 1956; but
Stanley attended Modesto Jun she did not receive the plaque
ior College, also; and he is pres until the student branch of the
ently working for a newspaper local A. Ph. A. held their meet
• HOODED GREY
distributing company.
ing on September 27.

South Hall Hears Of
escarmona Betrothal

SWEAT SHIRTS

WHITE ZIPPERED
ClN emaScgPc

COP A N D PLAIN

BUDDY ADIEU
Directed by

Screenplay by

wilh ARTHUR O'CONNEU
BETTY FIELD
EILEEN HECXART

COME BROWSE AROUND

Bwtd on tbt $U|e P'«

AXEIR03

GREETING CARDS, the chuckle variety
SOCIAL STATIONERY plain and fancy

Produced by

JOSHUA LOGAN

BOOKS including the best paperbacks

THE BOOKMARK

by William IRJ#

— Student Rate 60c

On the Campus For You"

2103 PACIFIC AVE.

HO

6-98 05
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INTRODUCING
1956 -1957
FASHION LINE-UP

NANCY

HANE

COLLEGIATE BOARD

DONIS FLEMING

ANN EWAN

CAROLYN MARTIN

Alpha Theta Tau—S.enior

Alpha Theta Tau—Senior

Epsilon Lambda Sigma—Soph

South Hall—Sophomore

Team Captain
•••

Letterman
•••

Letterman
•

Letterman
•

jjl
mm

'
JOAN KEAGY

LYNN WATERMAN

West Hall—Senior

West Hall—Freshman

Letterman
•

Rookie

BARBARA POLLITT

PHYLLIS BALL

Tau Kappa Kappa—Soph

Zeta Phi—Senior

Rookie

Letterman
•

PHYLLIS HERBERT

MARIANNE TUTTLE

South Hall—Junior

Tau Kappa Kappa—Senior

Rookie

Rookie

JUDY McMILLIN

Zeta Phi—Senior
Rookie

MYRNA McWILLIAMS

Epsilon Lambda Sigma—Soph
Rookie

IE ABOVE CO-EDS WILL APPEAR IN THE
• Letters won

IEKLY, THROUGHOUT THE COMING YEAR
, m r r TTTCTD

V ACTJTnM TTPS
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TIGER FOOTBALLERS READY TO
TACKLE MARQUETTE WARRIORS

Frosh Open Season
Against Fresno J.V.

North Hall, Quonsets
First In Intramurals

Player Of The Week

This week marks the third
Pacific's freshmen football
week of intramural football play,
Still unbeaten in four games,
It was Flores, the lean quarter team will play their first game
and so far the two top teams are
the College of the Pacific grid- back, who led the Orange and Saturday against the Fresno
North Hall and the Quonsets.
ders trek to Milwaukee to tackle Black to the winning touchdown State J.V.s at Fresno.
Both teams have two wins and
the Marquette Warriors in the after the Bulldogs had knotted
This year's frosh team has
no losses and will play each
Tigers' third intersectional tilt of the count at 14-all early in the several outstanding players.
other October 17.
the still young season.
final period. Tom Perry returned Among these are Norman Bass,
The league this year will have
COP now sports a 3-0-1 record the kickoff 17 yards, following Dick's younger brother. Norman,
a 'Round Robin; each team play
on the basis of their 21-14 victory which Bass moved the leather an outstanding all-round ath
ing all the others once. The
over Fresno State in Ratcliffe eight yards and Tom Green car lete, made all-league in four
teams are made up of members
Stadium last week. Marquette ried for six. At this point Flores, sports at Vallejo High School. He
of the men's living groups.
has lost its first four games, hav a junior formerly of Fresno JC, has already been tried at four
Teams entered in this year's play
ing been defeated by Detroit, Wis fired a perfect overhead to Fun different positions on the frosh
are North Hall, Archania, Quon
consin, Tulsa, and Boston College. ston, who wrested the pigskin squad.
sets, AKL, Omega Phi, and RhiThe Big Three: Dick Bass, Tom from the desperate grasp of de
Ola Merchison is a speed-demon
zomia. Each team is allowed
Flores, and Farrell Funston — fender Daryl Rogers and ram who plays end and, according to
seven players.
sparked the Bengals to their one- bled all the way to the • opposi Coach Kjeldsen, is the fastest
Results of last week's games
touchdown win last Saturday tion's 25.
man on the team. Henry Wallace
are
North Hall, 13 — AKL 0; and
night as Dandy Dick ripped off
Bass then picked up two; and is a halfback who played football
Quonsets, 1 — Rhizomia 0 (a
101 yards in 20 carries, while
at Long Beach Poly, where he
forfeit). Archania defeated Ome
Flores connected on three out of Green, two more. It was here also starred in basketball.
Flores
unwound
again,
pitching
ga Phi in an overtime period 7
four passes and Funston grabbed
This year's squad is being
to big Bob Denton who was
to 0 for the upset of the week.
a pair of aerials for 55 yards.
standing all alone on the goal coached by Kris Kjeldsen, who
The following are league stand
line. Green converted for the was a highly-rated guard in his
ings to date:
twelfth time in 13 tries, and the playing days at COP. The line is
The following are league stand
coached by Bob Maron, and Ken
game was in the bag.
ings to date:
Swearingen is coaching the backTeam
Wins Losses
Floyd Weaver, taking over for field.
Fresno's Bulldogs found over
North
Hall
2
0
the injured Bob Lee, latched onto
whelming defeat at the hands of
Quonsets
_,2
0
COP's basketball team began a Bulldog pass on the next Fres
the Tigers as John Nisby, this
Archania
„.2
1
practice Monday night at 7:00, no offensive, and from there it
week's Outstanding Player, aided
Omega Phi
1
1
two weeks earlier than last was on ice for the Myers-men.
in skillfully maneuvering with
AKL
0
2
year's.
COP deflated the enthusiasm
his teammates for a 21 to 14 vic
Rhizomia
_...0
3
Fifteen players reported for the of the 15,500 Fresno-partial crowd
COP's cross-country team, run tory.
Games this week:
first workout. Coach Van Sweet in the first quarter when Bass
ning under the colors of the
John is a 5' 11, 230 pound
Archania vs. Rhizomia
stated that it is too early to took a punt on his own 47-yard
Stockton Flying "A", did well at tackle who has seen action at
Mon., Oct. 15, 4:00 p.m.
think of first and second teams; line. Ten plays later the slippery
Lake Merrit, with Charles Cur Pacific for the past two years.
Omega Phi vs. AKL
but, from last year's record, the sophomore squirmed eight yards
tis, the COP two-mile record- He was born in San Francisco
Tues., Oct. 16, 4:00 p.m.
team should be built around John to glory land for the initial
, racing to a second place and reared in Stockton, where he
North Hall vs. Quonsets
Thomas and Dave Davis.
of the game.
the senior event with a time played ball for Stockton High and
Wed., Oct. 17, 4:00 p.m.
The returning lettermen are Ed
Clark Van Galder's Bulldogs
35:46.
Stockton Junior College. He was
Holaday, a 6'5" senior, Britt still had plenty of schmaltz in
Jack Marden breezed to an easy also selected to play in the sec
eventually become a football
Vail, a 6' 6" senior; and Paul their Ken-L-Raton, though, as
victory in the 3-mile run with a ond Shrine High Football game
coach.
Williams, a 5' 9" senior.
they switched to the single-wing time of 16:36. One of the con played in Los Angeles.
The up-coming freshmen will from the T several times, the re
sistent
winers, Les Dabritz,
A Physical Education Major,
include Sid Smith and Don Cock- sult being a score by quarter
could not make the trip because John hopes to continue football
burn. Maurice Jones, who suf back John Steinborn, following a
of an illness.
in the professional ranks and
fered a broken leg mid-season 21-yard Steinborn-to-Bill-Murphy
last year, will also be returning pass.
to action.
Flores engineered the next Ti
The squad newcomers are Bill
ger drive, also, and capped it
Embry, a 6' guard last year for
with a one-yard sneak. Bass set
Arkansas City JC, who received
things up with a pair of eyeall-American Junior College hon
opening runs of 28 and 21 yards.
ors; Dave Klurman, a 5' 9" for
A 15-yard penalty set up the
ward who transferred from
Stockton JC; and Ken Flaig, an last Fresno score as Steinborn
Air Force veteran who led his legged it 6 yards into the end
team two years in scoring and zone following a 22-yard aerial
from Jim Kuhn to Rogers.
sat out last year because of
Statistically, the Bulldogs out
transfer rule.
The first game on the 26-game distanced Pacific on the ground,
schedule will be with Chico 166 to 155; but the Tigers ex
State on December 1 at Pacific celled in the air with 103 yards
gym. Fourteen of the games to Fresno's 60. Both teams were
scheduled will be in the Califor pushing extra hard, as the 95
nia Basketball League. The most yards in penalties on the COP
promising teams competing are side show. Fresno got caught
Santa Clara, San Jose, and USF. seven times, worth 45 yards.
Tomorrow afternoon the PacCats will run into several out
Civic Memorial Aud. standing gridders on the Warrior
eleven, led by center Dick Camp
FRIDAY, OCT. 26
bell, backs Jerrey Carmody and
Lee Hermsen, and captain and
9:00 p.m.'til 1:00 a.m. end Art Katula.
The Wisconsin crew made
their best showing of the season
last week when they pushed
across 19 points in the third
period, only to have Boston Col ffCfr"
mrfp1"* -"""'"j..""1..U"1^"1' G'e" Grose, Dick Boss, Tom Greco, Chuck Chorficld, Roger
lege score once in the final stan Gene pl'fo
? ?cv
. "J"19' Tom
' Jack Larscheid, Del Whittier, Bob Ricks, Tom Flores,
Rowfand
Felice, Jim Reynosa, and Joe Golenor. (Front) Coach Searingen and Coach Skip
za to ice the tilt, 26-19.

John Nisby Outstanding
In Bulldog Contest

Workouts Open
For COP Cagers

Gross-Gounfry Team
Makes Good Showing

Good Luck Tigers!

KNOW YOUR TIGERS

LITTLE
WILLIE JOHN

======
—Ok

BREAKFAST, LUNCH or fc
COFFEE D A T E . . .
"!
...IT'S NEVER TOO LATE

For the BEST in
FLOWERS and SERVICE

at

THE EHI ZOIE
— YOUR ON-CAMPUS REFRESHMENT CENTER —

irjrwwjr*

k

AVENUE FLOWER SHOP

^

2365 PACIFIC AVENUE

'

HO 2-6550

—J
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Water Polo Team Mason Hoberg*'
Has Busy Week Unsung Hero

Former COP Athletes
Coach Frosh Football

COP's freshmen football team
is fortunate this season to have
Although their defense does not
EVERYBODY'S
FAVORITE
An unsung hero and yet one as its coaches two former Pacific
After a healthy six-hour drive,
CONVERSATION PIECE of the seem to measure up to the stand
,he cop Tigers arrived in San of the most praiseworthy mem athletes.
hour, Dick Bass, is rolling right ards of last year's Super Seven
Luis Obispo to take on the Cal bers of the football team is its
This season Coach Ken Swear- along at a more than satisfactory forward wall, they have been pro
poly Mustangs.
ingen and Coach Bob Maron em pace. To date, Rapid Richard has viding the offensive punch which
manager.
In the first quarter, the Tigers
This boy does as vital and as bark upon their coaching careers toted the pigskin 66 times and has has kept them in the unbeaten
had some trouble in finding the
important a job as any player after having successfully per piled up 469 yards for five touch column.
cage. Only Felix seemed to re on the team, and it would be formed on the playing fields of downs and a highly respectable FRESNO STATE'S BULLDOGS
member where it was and scored
average of 7.2 yards a try. At did everything but roll over and
like putting ten players on the the Tigers and their opponents.
two points. The Mustangs scored field and forgetting the quarter
Ken Swearingen was born in this rate the speedy halfback will play dead last week. The Cen
once.
Akron, Ohio. He and his family end the season with well over tral Valley lads have been build
back to be without him.
The first quarter was evidently
moved
to Redondo, California, 1000 yards, which should put him ing a team for a couple years,
COP's senior manager, Mason
used by the Tigers as a warm-up,
when
he
was 9. Here Ken at in contention for national hon and those timely switches to the
for in the second quarter they Hoberg, is just such a person. tended Redondo High. After two ors.
single wing had the Tigers hang
Others on the Pacific scene who ing more than once. That backreally "cut loose." Five points by His jobs are so numerous that it years at El Camino JC, Ken came
would
be
difficult
to
innumerate
have contributed well to the field combination of Steinborn,
Bob Gaughran, three by Felix,
to Pacific.
all of them.
cause are quarterbacks Junior Philpott, and VanZat caused COP
and one by Moreau brought the
While at Pacific, Ken played Reynosa and Tom Flores. ReyGenerally speaking, he is in
score-at half-time to 11-1 in favor
football
and rugby and became a nosa has hurled 45 passes, of no end of trouble down in Ratcharge of the clubhouse and all
of the Tigers.
member of Omega Phi Alpha which he has completed 22, for a cliffe Stadium, where football
In the third quarter, six more
Fraternity. He majored in physi 49% mark, with a total yardage games are won and banners are
points hiked the score to 17-5.
cal education and minored in of 322. Flores has found the lost.
In the fourth quarter, Coach
health. Ken graduated in June, mark 23 times in 39 tries, for a SEEMS AS THOUGH the ma
Anttila thought it safe to switch
1956 and is now working for his percentage of 59, good for 316 jority of the Bengal traveling
squad picked up a few posterior
his goalie, Chris Greene, who had
secondary teaching credential.
yards.
splinters
in the FSC contest, as
played a very good game, to the
Ken hopes to be a coach one of
Their favorite target has been
Moose Myers used only 27 play
center forward position. There he
these days and would very much left end Farrell Funston, who
scored two points. These two and
like to return to El Camino JC has gathered in 13 aerials er.
three more by Felix brought the
Chances are many more will
for that coaching job. Ken has amounting to 280 yards, a fan
final score to 22-5.
an appointment with Uncle Sam tastic average of 21 yards plus see action tomorrow, as Mar
quette does not present too im
Last Friday morning, the Ti
coming up shortly, so it will per crack.
gers left for Los Angeles where
probably be a few years before ON A TEAM BASIS, the Tigers posing an array of talent. They
they met the Southern Cal Tro
we hear more about Coach Ken have punched for 531 yards on have been wiped out by one-sided
jans. The Tigers started right off
the ground and 704 through the scores in three of their four
Swearingen.
games, all against mediocre oppo
the bat with goals by Moreau,
Coach Bob Maron is another airways this season for an over sition. We see Pacific in victory
Gaughran, and Felix giving the
all
mark
of
1435
yards,
an
aver
product from southern California.
again, by a score of 35-6.
Tigers a 5-1 lead at the end of
Bob entered Pacific as a sopho age of 358 a game.
the first quarter.
more and played football and
The second quarter saw only
rugby. While at Pacific Bob be S H O W S T U D E N T B O D Y C A R D S . . .
. . . G O I N A T J U N I O R P R I C E S !
Gaughran scoring for Pacific,
came president of the Block P
and at half-time the score stood the equipment. He packs all gear Society and majored in physical
PHONE
for trips and makes sure that education. Bob graduated last
at 7-2.
HOWARD
In the second half, passes to nothing gets lost en route. He June and is now securing his
Gaughran gave him a chance to usually has to take all the "beefs" secondary teaching credential.
5 2629
hit three more times; and a long for his assistant managers, Hank
When asked for a comment
shot by big Don Smith from 15 Corson and Jim Nixon, for he is about their freshmen ball club,
MAIN ST. And SAN JOAQUIN *
yards out completely surprised their boss.
Coach Maron stated, "No com
the goalie, making it 11-2 for the
An active member of Rho ment until after the Fresno State
Tigers at the end of the third Lambda Phi, Mason played on JV game." Coach Swearingen
quarter.
_ . • k. - ^
A
%0
their championship intramural added, "The backs are coming ^
Soon after the last quarter football and basketball teams along as expected, and the line
STARTS SUNDAY
started, Felix fouled out, and, half last year and also swam on the looks as if it will soon reach the
t a minute later, Gaughran fol frat's intramural swimming team, expectations of Coach 'Maronolowed him to the showers. South which placed second.
vich'."
ern Cal saw a chance to come
back, but could not score more
than five points, setting the final
It
score at 11-7.
Ran
Saturday morning was the big
Two
game against the US Olympic
water polo team in the Los An
Years
geles Swim Stadium. All the
As
A Stage
players had been looking forward
Hit In New York
to this game and the experience
they would gain from playing
this outstanding team. The game
was played under the Internation
al or FINA rules.
This game saw Bob Gaughran
facing his brother Jim. Jim and
center forward Bob Hughes gave
the Olympic team a 8-4 lead. The
Tigers' four points were scored by
Felix, Gaughran, and Walt Pat
terson. This was Walt's first goal
since playing for COP; he is
usually too busy guarding to even
A COLUMBIA PICTURE stsmns
venture over the half.
In the second half, a goal by
Felix brought the score to 8-5,
mUi FRED CLARK 10HN WILLIAMS HIRAM SHERMAN • NEVA PATTERSON RAT COLLINS - ARM* 0 C0NNEU
but the Olympic team came back
to score six times before Roger
—Second Feature—
Moreau could tally again. The
final score was 14-6.
No. 2000 Sand
A new expression ofthe studied casual
According to Coach Anttila,
Steerbuck with gen
DRAMATIC AS "CASABLANCA"
the team played its best game
look in an almost weightless boot . . .
uine Malayan crepe
for the backyard barbecue, week-end
thus far against USC and per
sole.
ROMANTIC AS "ALGIERS"! .-£$
shopping or indoor loafing.
formed very well against the
Olympic team. Dr. Niel KohlTry on a pair and step into
°Use, coach of the Olympic team,
a new way of leisure.
suid that the game against Pacific was the best scrimmage his
team had had since the try-outs.
11.95
On Monday, the Tigers travel
0 San Jose to take on the Spar
okoes
es, and Wednesday they will go
33 NORTH SUTTER
^ Oakland to play the Athens

GREATER

SQUIRE

NOW! "1984" & "THE GAMMA PEOPLE"]

JUDY HOLUDAY'PAUL DOUGLAS

KteKBfilGKgfc
HO 2-0726

Ra AKGELI - m CAREY - m> PMK
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Darrell Stuart
Or how to paint your way up the ladder
1 ^ WWTIGFTFW'

wwww

ry^rr-}-

"V
-Lou hear a lot of talk these days about the
danger of big companies getting bigger.
"What people overlook is that every big com
pany creates opportunity for small ones to stfert
and grow strong. I'm a good example.
I quit school at 15 and went to work as an ap
prentice painter. When I was 22 I started a
little decorating business in Santa Barbara,
California.
"In 1930—when I was 33—1 had an idea I
could do better by specializing. So I bid on
painting a Union Oil service station. I got the
contract, gave my decorating business to
my superintendent, and started to specialize.

IJAHKTLL STUART, PAINTING & DECORATING, 1919

"I had a truck, a hired hand, and $1000 I'd
borrowed from the bank. I did a better paint
job on that first station than Union had ever
been able to get for the money—and still made
$40. As a result, I kept getting more contracts
—and borrowing more money. Profits I put
back into the business for equipment.
"Today, Darrell Stuart Inc. gets most of the
paint work for Union Oil's marketing depart
ment, and a sizeable amount from other de
ONE OP DARRELL STOATS JOBS; THE POPULAR
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DARRELL STUART: "BIG BUSINESS IS THE BEST FRIEND

partments, too. We still bid competitively on
every job—and still do a better one than Union
itself can do any other way.
"We employ over 200 people, work 92 trucks
and own our own building, mortgage-free.
Last year 'we grossed over a million dollars.
OII

STOHACE-TAHK HALLOWEEN
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"But the point is: if Union Oil hadn't g
me the chance, I'd never have had the ir
tive to come this far. In my book, big bus
is the best friend—and customer—small 1
ness has!"
*

*

*

*

Last year our customers paid us a rec
$368,760,900. That's strictly big business.
But when you take a closer look, you fine
spent 72% of that $368,760,900 with more t
fifteen thousand other companies and indi
uals with whom we do business.
Many of these companies—like Stuart'
have grown with us. As long as we contina
do a better job, there's a good chance soro
those small companies will be the big one*
tomorrow.
*

*

*

*

YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED: Write: The Chair,

ltyheJ°ard' Um°n °il ComPa»y> Union Oil Build,
617 West 7th Street, Los Angeles 17, California

Union Oil Company
_
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